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“In Search of the Peachland” 






















the chinese classic titled ‘the Peach colony’ (or translated as ‘tale of the Peach-blossom 
spring’ sometimes) by tao Yuanming, in AD419 during Eastern jin dynasty, described the 
paradise the poet longed for, while indirectly criticizing the corrupted government at the time. 
the story about this hidden peach-land was widespread throughout history ever since. this fable 
was once included in the syllabus of the chinese subject in hong Kong’s secondary school, and 
it certainly is not difficult to find restaurants or massage shops named after this in the Chinese 
communities around the world nowadays. in Korea, there also was a painting about this peach-
land by a famous painter, Ahn gyeon, during the joseon era. in 1447 (during the ming Dynasty 
in china), Prince Anpyeong had a wonderful dream, in which he walked with a friend into a valley 
with many peach trees in bloom. they kept walking along the small path in the wood. After 
passing through a cave, they saw the earthly paradise that reminded Prince Anpyeong of ‘the 
Peach colony.’ waking up from the dream, Prince Anpyeong invited Ahn gyeon, who was the 
palace’s artist, to paint this dreamland on a scroll of silk which became the masterpiece titled: 
‘Dream journey to the blossom Land.’ cultural exchange between china and Korea had a long 
history amongst their litterateurs, and there certainly exist many linkages between the two cul-
tures when it comes to the search for an ideal state.
the image of this peach-land is often associated with the taoist philosophy, which does not 
directly engage oneself in society and does not echo the confucian culture promoted by the 
dynastic rulers. mr. Yu Qiuyu had written an extraordinary passage in his book ‘cultural odyssey’ 
about the cave that led one to the peach-land. such a peach-land exists in the soul of every chi-
nese, ever since the main character in tao Yuanming’s fable discovered this ideal state. Although 
the imagination of the peach-land was very clam, it, indeed, strongly challenged the corrupted 
world in silence. Another important cave in chinese literature emerged later in ming Dynasty 
in the classical novel of ‘journey to the west.’ it was the ‘cave heaven of the water curtain’ that 
gave birth to the rebellion energy. Despite the different natures of the peach-land and the cave 
of water curtain, Yu thought both sites converge significant energy of the mass. The people liv-
ing in harmony in the peach-land were not aware of time and space. monkey king from ‘journey 
to the West’ had distinctive characters and attitudes, but was still only a reflection of certain 
populated imagination. the cave of water curtain was always in good order indeed. 
it seems that chinese civilians are always good at living in their own ‘parallel time and space.’ 
only until the ruling party is extremely corrupted and only until the objective factors in the 
living environment completely collapse, then there would exist certain reactions in the chinese 
society.
the current art exchange project, ‘in search of the Peachland,’ attempts to understand and 
interpret the newly grown cultural cluster around Kam tin, in order to open up the imagination 
of ‘peach-land’ in the contemporary world. the chinese title of the project is ‘post peach-land’ 
which is not only describing the current project chronologically taking place after ‘the Peach 
colony,’ but also suggests the current cultural cluster in Kam tin is not only a pure escape from 
society or merely a utopian imagination. ‘Farming is another kind of protest,’ natalie Lo once 
mentioned. in an over-developed city like hong Kong, farming, no doubt, is a pro-active resis-
tance against the neo-capitalistic urban development. Agriculture developed near the hong 
Kong border in the new territories, in fact, is a protest against the colonial governing ideology 
of ‘nothing but development.’ 
besides natalie Lo who turned to the farmland after the anti-express-rail-link movement, the 
other participating artists who moved to Kam tin in the past few years are not full-time farmers.  
many of these new-comers of Kam tin learnt a lot from the rural communities.  For example, ng 
Ka chun and chung wai ian appreciate very much the supportive spirit in the neighborhood, 
which in turn encourages them to devote themselves in various volunteering projects for the 
community, like small bridge construction and compo toilet project etc.  Another participating 
artist, sushan chAn also has applied her talent in drawing to help with local community news-
paper in the area.
All these may have a different meaning for another artist tAng Kwok hin who grew up in walled 
village in Kam Tin though.  The nature is never a stranger to him, nor the argument and fight 
for land and wealth. For tAng Kwok hin, the preservation and revival of the traditional local 
cultures of the walled villages seem to be more urgent for the moment. 
tAo Yuanming’s ‘the Peach colony’ was believed to reach Korea before the 13th century. 
compared to the 15th century when Ahn gyeon did the painting about peach-land, nowadays’ 
alternative communities, which operate in parallel with the authoritative main-stream, around 
the globalized world can connect with each other more easily. however, in order to formulate a 
stronger force in the search of the ‘peach-land,’ more in-depth mutual understanding is neces-
sary.
‘in search of the Peachland’ is an art exchange project involving many different layers of idea 
exchanges amongst different parties: including 6 art units from Kam tin and busan (5 artists and 
1 artist group), 12 students from the Visual studies Department of Lingnan university. they went 
to Busan for a field trip in the end of February, 2015, to visit different art organizations and art 
students in Busan. During the trip, it was not difficult to find out that both Hong Kong and Busan 
also encounter similar problems, when undergoing intensive urban development and redevel-
opment. After the field-trip, two artists from Busan: KIM Dae Hong and KIM Mi Young came to 
hong Kong for an artist-in-residency period in Kam tin during march. All participating artists 
from Kam tin and busan worked with students together in Kam tin for various art projects, 
which were shown on-site on 21st and 22nd of March 2015. In the end, the documentation of the 
on-site projects was displayed at c&g Artpartment, for a month, for the public to have an over-
view of the whole exchange program. 
rural lives and agriculture is not a fashionable living style, but a rebel against the current cor-
rupted world. The role of artists is not to bring in any pre-defined artistic acts. Instead, they are 
sincerely engaged in the livings with their open-mindset, and, ultimately, help transform various 
materials to be containers for the peach-land.
張嘉莉  Clara Cheung 3.3.2015
參考書目/ Reference：
Youngdae, Park. translated by johnson, chris. Essential Korean Art From Prehistory to the jeseon 
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“the Peach colony”
by tao yuanmIng   (translated by Lin Yutang)
During the reign of Taiyuan of Chin, there was a fisherman of Wuling. One day 
he was walking along a bank. After having gone a certain distance, he suddenly 
came upon a peach grove which extended along the bank for about a hundred 
yards. he noticed with surprise that the grove had a magic effect, so singularly 
free from the usual mingling of brushwood, while the beautifully grassy ground 
was covered with its rose petals. he went further to explore, and when he came 
to the end of the grove, he saw a spring which came from a cave in the hill. 
having noticed that there seemed to be a weak light in the cave, he tied up his 
boat and decided to go in and explore. 
At first the opening was very narrow, barely wide enough for one person to go 
in. After a dozen steps, it opened into a flood of light. He saw before his eyes a 
wide, level valley, with houses and fields and farms. There were bamboos and 
mulberries; farmers were working and dogs and chickens were running about. 
the dresses of the men and women were like those of the outside world, and 
the old men and children appeared very happy and contented. they were 
greatly astonished to see the fisherman and asked him where he had come 
from. The fisherman told them and was invited to their homes, where wine was 
served and chicken was killed for dinner to entertain him. the villagers hearing 
of his coming all came to see him and to talk. they said that their ancestors had 
come here as refugees to escape from the tyranny of tsin shih-huang (builder 
of great wall) some six hundred years ago, and they had never left it. they were 
thus completely cut off from the world, and asked what was the ruling dynasty 
now. they had not even heard of the han Dynasty (two centuries before to two 
centuries after christ), not to speak of the wei (third century A.D.) and the chin 
(third and forth centuries). The fisherman told them, which they heard with great 
amazement. many of the other villagers then began to invite him to their homes 
by turn and feed him dinner and wine.
After a few days, he took leave of them and left. the villagers begged him not 
to tell the people outside about their colony. the man found his boat and came 
back, marking with signs the route he had followed. he went to the magistrate’s 
office and told the magistrate about it. The latter sent someone to go with him 
and find the place. They looked for the signs but got lost and could never find 
it again. Liu tsechi of nanyang was a great idealist. he heard of this story, and 
planned to go and find it, but was taken ill and died before he could fulfill his 
wish. since then, no one has gone in search of this place.
Reference: (http://news.sina.com.tw/books/know/barticle/3602-1.html)
桃花源記 (公元419年)
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…the chinese classic “the Peach colony” was written in a chaotic dynasty. the situation was subtly 
similar to today’s hong Kong. the author, tao Yuanming, would like to express his disappointment 
towards the corruptive court through creating his own ideal paradise in the article. in tao’s thought, 
the paradise was equivalent to a rural community. the scale of the community was not big. there 
were farms, ponds, mulberry and bamboo in the paradise. still, we could easily hear the cock crowed. 
when everything is back to simple, people would not have too much desire. without social hierarchy, 
everyone is equal to each other. Tao believed that wars and conflicts would be diminished due to the 
development of this kind of primitive society. 
unfortunately, it is impossible to propose tao’s idea to our society. nowadays, as the society is eco-
nomically developed, it is hard to give up all the financial achievements and push the general public to 
farm only. it sounds ridiculous. Actually, there are some people doing the so-called “ridiculous” behav-
iors in order to respond to some social issues. After the anti-eviction campaign in choi Yuen Village, 
some artists and farmers have formed sangwoodgoon. they farm in Kam tin and grow their own food. 
they respond to the local agricultural development and the land policy through turning their lives into 
a rural condition. recently, more and more artists choose to move to Kam tin and live this way. their 
ways of living are somehow an implicit animadversion to the incompetent government. 
to me, the utopia means the pursuit of an attitude: an attitude towards awareness of life. we should 
be awarded of the changes in our society. we may easily get lost due to the lure from the materialistic 
society. what tao proposed in his colony is, we should minimize our desires and put more efforts on 
feeling the changes in our society, and giving response to the social injustice, just like those artists and 
farmers in Sangwoodgoon, fighting the injustice through farming. 
後桃花源的態度 (節錄) ― 吳莉莉
the Pursuit of the Peachland  (excerpt)
by ng Lee Lee, Lily 
後桃花源中的自覺性 (節錄) ― 梁金仲
being conscientious During the search of the Peachland (excerpt)














bae is the peachland located in the northwestern busan. this was what i thought after my visit. we 
walked along, passing through a construction site, a withering forest, a small path, and then finally en-
tered a mysterious “time tunnel”. openspace bae was not there yet, even after we went out of the tun-
nel. however, there stood orderly a line of pear trees with arm-to-arm branches next to the sidewalk. 
Although only bare branches were remained on the pear trees, i felt like i had arrived at the Peachland 
already. openspace bae is an art space on a small hill with its space open to worldwide artists. All art-
ists are welcome here to freely create and contemplate in the nature… bae provides residency space 
for artists, with pear forest as its backyard and the sky as its natural screen. more importantly, there 
is no more artificial hills in Bae, and trees are not surrounded by concrete. So naturally, we heard the 
sound of the nature.
…it was my pleasure to collaborate with one of the Korean artists, Kim Dae hong, as well as to do 
performance art for my first time. KIM Dae Hong, who always keeps an eye on little substance in life, 
noticed that no matter where a garbage bag is located, it is always neglected. similar to the garbage 
bag, grass-roots class in the society is always neglected in a flourishing age. KIM Dae Hong decided to 
walk into the world of garbage bags, and spoke for garbage bags by his special body language. the 
work itself is not merely bringing out the contemporary issue, but also highlighting the relationship 
between environment, people and objects. People play different roles, bear different responsibilities 
or have different reactions in different situations. During the performance, when a living garbage bag 
manifests itself in public space, no matter if the audience members react or not, a strong contrast 
between the movements of the garbage bag and audience was already formulated. Either the contrast 
between the dynamic and static statuses, or the coincident symmetry between the two, implies a magi-
cal universe, which always creates surprises without intentional arrangement. 
…Problems, such as rapid urban development and high rental prices, are everywhere including busan 
and Kam tin. however, different groups of people with fully devotion have been endeavoring for life, 
art and future. For exampls, artists from b space and bae in busan, and Kam tin are taking actions to 
save their ideal world. 
moreover, i think a balance system should take place in the society. human beings, the ecological sys-
tem or environment all should practice according to the existing structures. Existing structures do not 
refer to a set of fixed standards. Instead, the structures would vary according to the ratio of different 
related factors. For instance, urban cities should coexist with the nature, but should not occupy all the 
land for urban development. or, the population density should be adjusted with the consideration of 
the environment. The final decision should be based on humanistic values, not the capitalistic ones. It 
is difficult to deny the fact that human beings bear ugliness, like greed and dis-honesty. Self-sufficiency, 
beyond doubt, can provide us a fully free living-style because we would not be restricted by too much 
external interference. I think the pre-requisite of a self-sufficient community is self-consciousness of 
each individual in the system. People should control their desires, be willing to protect and respect 
others’ and community’s values with their conscientiousness. otherwise, peachland could only be an 
excuse to escape from responsibilities. therefore, i think conscientiousness is the key that helps sustain 
harmonious human relationships in a community.
















…During the cultural exchange with openspace bae, i learnt that the art organizations in busan had 
different specialized areas and I also learnt about their history in the art field. The art organization, “B,” 
that we visited on the fourth day insisted in continuing their work even after the owner of the property 
retrieved their previous building. they reopened their shops and studios in different areas within the 
community. Although the locations of these shops are spreaded around, they are adapting a new 
way to continue their influence in the community. What caught my attention the most during the tour 
include the attitude of the artists and issues about the capacity for urban development. the particular 
attitude in life turns out to be what impress me the most in the second half of the project, when work-
ing with natalie Lo at sangwoogoon. 
…when working in the farm, i could not stop being extremely curious because everything in the farm 
is very new to me. i kept asking natalie questions to learn as much as possible. After a month, i am 
more skillful in cooking and farming. Also, i have a deeper understanding of natalie’s purpose in being 
a farmer in sangwoodgoon. As natalie have said, “understanding” is fundamental. You have to under-
stand all the details, before you believe in what you are doing and insist in doing so continuously. the 
purpose of being a farmer, to prepare and serve meals to visitors is to help others to understand more. 
the only way to obtain understanding is to experience throughout the process. this is actually very 
similar with what we have observed in the artist-run workshops and cafe in busan, which is to encour-
age people to experience the details by themselves. since the process of understanding and mutual 
influence toward arts and community is slow, “sincerity” is essential to touch others from one’s heart.
…it is like farming. having seeds alone would not be enough. soil and nutrition is needed for the 
crops to grow. space must be provided also, to let the plant stretch its branches and grow in the way 
it wants. Last but not least, our attitude is essential. we have to understand what we are doing and 
understand ourselves, so that we know what kind of utopia land we long for, and how to achieve it. 
such a unique utopia land cannot be achieved without persistence. 
「了解」是一種人生態度 (節錄) ― 吳詠心
     the urge to understand — the Attitude in Life
















…我們拜訪 bae 之時，正是當地藝術家 KIm won jung 的展覽，展期為一個月，並於二月至三月



















…when we were at bae, artist, Kim won jung had an exhibition there for a month from February to 
march. Also, she was very nice to give us a tour to introduce her exhibition and works to us. the theme 
of her artworks was to explore the relationship between humans and nature. there were dozens of pot-
ted plants in the exhibition, and some of them were on the table, some of them were on the ground. 
Every potted plant is different and independent. these bonsai trays all were useless and hence Kim 
won jung tidied and picked them for placing the plants. what’s more, there was a stair for going down 
to a small space. At the end of the ladder, there were some straws, some stones and a pillow. it was a 
symbol of the relationship between humans, food and nature.
…in Kam tin, i did the project with the hong Kong local artist natalie Lo in sangwoodgoon. At there, 
i did some agricultural tasks, such as weeding, transplanting plants, planting, and making use of the 
leftover food. our concept was to use some leftover fruits and vegetables, which no one would buy 
or want to serve a meal. For example, due to late harvest, vegetables cannot be sold. most of them 
would be discarded. we thought that actually all of them still are eatable, and we should not waste 
them. First, we designed lunch boxes. however, by taking account of the production process and cost 
for lunch boxes, we decided to make afternoon tea instead. we mainly preserved the fruits, to make 
the food more long-lasting. the production process is convenient. we chose the carrots, beetroots as 
the main ingredients to make some greasy onion tofu (bean curd not homemade), fresh tonghaosu 
sauce, broccoli head stains, guangdong sweet and sour pickled radish, spicy pickle beetroot leaves, 
beetroot juice stains and others. For the days of the guided tours, we also made some india naan and 
chinese naan. Each naan was from our own dough, being pressed into round slices, and then put into 
hot frying pan. Finally, people could enjoy them with pickles and sauces together.
At the same time, we hoped that through the afternoon tea, people can have more ideas about the 
relationship between different experiences of agriculture and food, such as agriculture, organic farm-
ing and the difficulties of farming in Hong Kong. What’s more, food is derived from soil which is the 
fundamental of food. on the farmland of Kam tin, as art placed on soil, our actions and performances, 
such as cooking also can be a form of art. through the various practices, we can present and express 
with a sense we want.
尋找桃花源 (節錄) ― 司徒玉婷
searching for Peach-Land (excerpt)
by sZEto Yuk ting, sita
桃花「完」？ (節錄) ― 余仲晞
the “End” of the in search of the Peachland program?

































…meeting art students in busan university was my most remarkable experience. Visual studies 
students from Lingnan university often focused on theories. therefore, we wanted to learn more from 
Korean art students about how they practice arts. we showed our art works and shared our learning 
experience with each other. we even had lunch in campus canteen together! it felt like going panic 
in a forest because of giant trees surrounding the canteen. it is not something can be experienced in 
Hong Kong definitely.
…one of my precious memories was a lesson about hong Kong arts. taught by artist, tAng Kwok 
hin, i learned a lot more about current hong Kong art industry. in fact, hin taught us the current art 
development and different ways to make arts.
…in the end, we decided to make a piece of land art in Kam tin. i want the audience to see a unique 
reflection of the sky – a fragment of sky that only belongs to themselves. I showed that the ground 
could also be “sky” seen through mirrors in different organic shapes. Even though my work could not 
reflect the sky due to the bad weather, it was still my first time ever working on land art. Mixing the 
mirrors and sky helped me to see the infinite possibility of our world. …The end of the program came, 
but my search for my true-self still has a long way to go…
…i was very impressed by ganchuan 
culture Village, which led me rethink 
profoundly. this was my second time 
to ganchuan culture Village and gave 
me a completely different feeling com-
paring to my first visit. When I visited 
the village for the first time, I thought 
the village had great art atmosphere 
because beautiful murals and decora-
tions could be seen everywhere. there 
were exquisite designs at different 
obscure corners in particular streets, 
while many residents lived in colorful 
houses. the culture Village was as 
dreamy as fairytale scenes that made 
me extremely excited. 
 
this time, i was not eager to look 
around and take photos but my 
schoolmates were as excited as me 
during my first visit. I was not disgust-
ed and annoyed by murals but felt 
bored and dulled. i wondered why 
so many people were interested in 
the village and so many tourists were 
taking photos there. is it because of 
the interesting and beautiful contents 
in the murals? is it because of the great 
painting skill? is it because of certain 
dialogs being created between the 
murals and visitors? i could not give 
myself a perfect answer. i wanted to 
explore different places so i passed 
through different staircases to discover various alleys and find many normal houses in the residential 
area. Around this area, i realized that, instead of murals and decorations, there were only some small 
potted plants and hanging clothes outside the houses. Even passers-by around the corner would not 
stay long, but were searching for other touristic spots on their maps. this is the real and normal part of 
the village.
ganchuan culture Village is known as the ‘Korean santorini’. it seems everything is artistic. i do not 
know why artists and residents want to paint the walls and decorate the village. the only certainty 
is that they are using colors to adorn the wall, using art to embellish the community. Although the 
colorful village attracts many tourists who may consider it as ‘art’ village, the arts here seem to be 
quite superficial and tourist-business oriented. Those paintings become representatives of the cultural 
village. in the end, visitors focus on tourist spots but not the community or art itself. 
…in Kam tin, i carefully observed and sketched many unrecognized plants such as grass, root and wild 
flowers. I had strong feelings about these plants when I earnestly looked at them. It is difficult to de-
scribe the feeling but i had an urge to record those plants and my feeling at that moment. i particularly 
paid attention to lines, colors and shadow of the plants. i was amazed because of the greatness and 
charm of nature. meanwhile, i felt ashamed of myself for having ignored these beautiful things all the 
time. through the communication with plants, i found art in life and discover life through art. 
…in my viewpoints, art can lead people to think deeply and arouse people’s awareness on society and 
their own. Everyone has an instinct to figure out what beauty is, but there must be a mediator to spark 
off such an instinct. i am willing to be the mediator. 
藝術，社區和後桃花源 (節錄) ― 朱穎楠
Art, community and ‘in search of the Peachland’ (excerpt)



















…openspace bae is located at the top of rugged hills... it is away from the hustle and bustle, even 
though we need to go through a period of mountaineering wading thrilling journey before arrival. 
For example, we past through the dark sewers, crossed the streams, and climbed many steps on the 
majestic hill. its studios are surrounded by woods in the nature. what impressed me the most is the 
exhibition at bae, which inspired my own ‘peachland’. there was an artwork, made by herbs with 
different heights. sitting on top of different tables in different heights, those herbs obtained the same 
ultimate height. it showed that different people, with assistance, could survive on social equality. it is 
the ‘peachland’ in my mind, where everyone carries out his/her ideas and duties, and at the same time 
respects others ideals. 
…the artistic value of the composting toilet … is not only (about) a building. the working process 
shows the idea of ‘peachland’ which consists of concerted efforts of everyone.…“composting toilet’s 
special Drink” was a projet taken up solely by the students. we put different drinks, such as lemonade, 
honey-pear tea, iced tea together and mixed up the “composting toilet’s special Drink.” the result 
of it was very nice. People were fear of it because of its color. they did not dare to drink. however, 
after drinking, they found its taste to be excellent. People often have resistance toward new things 
and, therefore, are confined to their own realm of values. The attitude toward the idea of peachland 
is similar to this situation also. If everyone has enough confidence or courage to take up the first step, 



























Finding and realizing the “Peachland” (excerpt)
by ng chun Kit, Andy
‘in search of the Peachland’ and the art elements in ‘K Project’ (excerpt)
by ho shu ting, hanna
後桃花源與「K計劃」的藝術元素 (節錄) 



















moreover, the relational and participatory aesthetics is also the major art factors of our compositing 
toilet. it is a method to making art in which the audience is engaged directly in the creative process, al-
lowing them to join and experience the artwork. our composting toilet engages audiences to use and 
experience the system of it. the actions of using the composting toilet contribute to the farmlands in 
sangwoodgoon because composting toilet can capture the nutrients in human excreta and change to 
the fertilizer. hence, the interactions of the audiences show the relational and participatory aesthetics 











…“Project K”, which is coordinated with the mudwork and reds chEung, who want to provide 
meaningful contributions to the community in Kam tin because of the friendliness in the village. when 
we are told that sangwoodgoon need a composting toilet, we are interested in helping them and 
finding out the significance and meaning behind it. Imagine that our toilet is no longer just an entrance 
of the sewage system, it can also be a container that holds the necessities of the land. similar to rural 
life, instead of representing laggard, primitiveness and temporariness, composting toilet should be 
symbolizing the attitude of sustainable development. upon harvesting, we are expected to produce 
vegetables, jam and wine. in this way, we can share our fruits with hong Kong citizens, who live in 
urban areas and rarely get in touch with farmland.
not only a useful and reformed facility in sangwoodgoon, but our composting toilet is also a huge 
artwork that delivers some important messages and attitudes. A case in point is the Fountain, which is 
the most popular artworks of marcel Duchamp, the aesthetic and symbolic meaning is similar to our 
composting toilet in Kam tin. Fountain is an extremely controversial artwork at the grand central Pal-
ace in new York in 1917 and widely seen as an icon of twentieth-century art. Duchamp expressed his 
discontented feeling to the art history and mentioned two important issues, which was considering the 
important of making art and the time of art. he bought a ready-mades toilet from the supermarket and 
signed his signature on it. therefore, it caused amounts of controversy when he brought this artwork 
to the grand central Palace. some opponents asserted that this is not an artwork since technique is 
an important factor of making art but fountain just is a ready-mades product. it did not have enough 
aesthetic and meaningful values of it. consequently, Fountain posed a conceptual challenge by the 
ready-mades product and the symbolic meaning of the toilet. however, there was still having many art 
values in this artwork. Duchamp expressed that the purpose of his artwork is want to change the idea 
and focus from the entity to the ideological interpretation of works. his artwork seems to invite the au-
diences to urinate at the fountain and this invitation attracted some performance Artist such as Pierre 
Pinoncelli and björn Kjelltoft to make art.
Considering the art value and history of this example, it is easier to find out the art values and mean-
ings of our composting toilet. First, unlike the typical housing in the village such as squatter shacks 
and metal shacks, the design of our composing toilet is quite modern and aesthetic. For example, 
the appearance of the composing toilet looks like a triangle and points at a direction. the composing 
toilet also provides a wide platform in front of the door and a window for users to view the landscape 
of the farmlands. it shows the aesthetic of the design and structure in this building and different with 
the normal toilets in the villages. 
in addition, the concept of this composting toilet is also a conceptual art. the idea or concept is the 
most important aspect of the work in conceptual art and this idea becomes a machine that makes the 
art. in this project, we are trying to operate the symbolic meaning behind composting toilet. similar to 
rural life, instead of representing laggard, primitiveness and temporariness, composting toilet should 
be symbolizing the attitude of sustainable development. therefore, we want to though this artwork 
to express the new concept of composting toilet and use this idea to change the citizen’s thoughts. 
Even though we cannot build a great number of composting toilets, we would still like to deliver the 
message with the help of the art. 
在後桃花源看到的藝術家 (節錄) ― 劉慧兒
the artists in the Peachland (excerpt)





Passengers think the fours trees are nothing special and some even do not know the existence of the 
trees. in my opinion, the lack of communication and experience are the main reasons for passengers to 
negate the value of the trees.
when we went to do sketches in Kam tin, we saw an old dog, an old man, a store shopkeeper and 
passersby. if i said Kam tin is their dreamland, would they agree? but if you ask me, i would say Kam 
tin is like my life in my hometown.
For me, dreamland should be real. My hometown is my dreamland which is not fictitious. I experienced 
my childhood there and met friends. there are trees and the sea that i like. in my mind, i know the 
feeling of living there and the feeling of leaving there. then, i would notice that this place is my dream-
land. i would pay attention to the tree in front of my house in hometown. i think it is special. i would 
take a rest and play under the tree. my dreamland is a place that recalls my memory of my childhood. 
it is unbelievable that the boy who lives in Kam tin never notice the existence of the four special trees. 













coming back to hong Kong marked the beginning of our respective projects with the artists. i worked 
together with miyoung Kim for one month. she is from busan, studied in seoul, previous artworks are 
sculpture and optical illusions oriented. it has been more of a cultural exchange than an art exchange. 
however, i am glad about it and i honestly enjoyed it a lot. working with her, gave us a chance to 
observe how an artist does art. we were exposed to her progress from inspiration to initial basic ideas, 
then to the making of art and finally, the product. If not for this program, we would always be onlookers 
who only see the last part of a piece of art. which i have to admit is, every part of the making of art is 
as interesting as the product. i myself enjoy learning about the inspiration of the artist the most. it lets 
you know what the artists thinks about and wants to express about, it gives spaces for you to imagine 
and anticipate how the final piece is going to look like, instead of learning about the ideas after 
viewing the artwork. Another thing about working with an international artist is that, art is originally 
something subjective and hard to communicate. then, you also have this language barrier to make it 
more challenging. however, we managed to get pass that using some Korean, some English and body 
gestures. now thinking back to those efforts we made to communicate and make things work was 
something really interesting and rewarding. so as the exhibition, being able to see and be reminded 
of what we have been doing in the pass few weeks have been satisfying. Although, we may not be able 
to effectively communicate all of our ideas to people who came to the exhibition, at least we tried and 












the meaning of Art and Artist, …become the topic that i am interested in… 
…A full-time artist tAng Kwok hin (hin) said, there are many kinds of artists, including those who bear 
the name of artists for whatever reasons, or those who rely on arts for a living. in my opinion, hin is 
both, as he is a full-time artist. Full-time artists have to sell their artworks or teach workshops for earn-
ing a living. Perhaps that is what he meant by the devil side in our lives. it is understandable. moreover, 
hin said that he is lucky to be able to be an artist. After graduation, people called him ‘artist’ and one 
of his junior fellow schoolmates asked him to join an exhibition. hin, therefore, started his life as an art-
ist. in this manner, strength is needed to be an artist, but personal network and luck is also important. 
however, is this kind of artist poor? i heard that his artworks are valuable.
…Art the flowers and plants happy in Busan? There were the main characters in the exhibition and tak-
en care by an artist. they seem valuable, but is the exhibition centre there dreamland? in Kam tim, no 
one would pay attention to the four trees with a breach. the trees are not the main characters. howev-
er, they are growing up in the nature which are different from the items on display in busan’s exhibition. 
後桃花源記之感想 (節錄) ― 李朗儀
In Search of the Peachland Project – Reflective Essay (excerpt)






















…Peachland may seem distant in hong Kong and the artist tAng Kwok-hin said hong Kong is no uto-
pia… one of them (from sangwoodgoon) said he could not tolerate city life, so he moved to Kam tin. 
social imbalance, public dissatisfaction with recent events proves that hong Kong is going into a dark 
era. hong Kong people can quickly adjusted to new things and also easy to forget. hong Kong people 
will continue to live with their old habits after a series of enthusiastic movements.
…the staff from hong ti Art center took us to visit her center and an artist’s studio nearby. she shared 
her experience when she studied overseas, and her thoughts about western culture and customs. i 
could feel her happiness when listening to her. Her sharing made me feel myself being so insufficient 
in many ways. her words reminded me an old man once told me, “Young people are lacked of experi-
ence. they should go to different places to feel and experience.” the world is so big. we are just small 
creatures. Different experiences can affect your view about the world.
…During an outdoor sketching activity, we invited the two Korean artists to join us… it brings a quiet, 
comfortable feeling to me, especially when i heard the sound of birds, and wind. these sounds are 
often ignored in a crowded city… these natural resources are part of the beautiful aspects of hong 
Kong. while the Korean artists did not believe that such a beautiful place existed in hong Kong, they 
were very fond of ha Pak nai. being stuck in the city, one sometimes forgets about the rural scenery. 
once s/he returns back to the nature, s/he would be able to discover much.
…Finally, we have chosen land art as a response to Kam tin, which is located in the suburbs, with 
some people still farming… the idea of my work is to imitate a real farmland on empty space nearby a 
sewage stream, to highlight nature and to cherish the resources we have. i collected the soil from the 
ground and placed it in a straight line to imitate farmland… Also, I collected some flowers, leaves and 
placed them in the scene to suggest that nature gives us life and death. it was at noon, when this land 
art piece was made. the weather was so hot that i totally felt the toil of farmers. i used tools to push up 


















…can garbage bag become art under the open context of contemporary art? in search of the identity, 
we had a performance at the ViP entrance in Art basel. Yet, the performance was terminated by the 
organiser. it is also our honor that the garbage bag was also collected by Art basel. we had several 
performances in different places in Kam tin such as mtr station, bus stop, and sangwoogoon. Acted 
differently from the organiser of art basel, the audience members in Kam tin showed their respect and 
patience to the whole performance. garbage bag is no longer a rubbish, but a lively individual who is 
able to speak, dance and feel. nevertheless, the lively garbage bag had very limited lifespan, it then 
come back to the disposal sites after performance. some plastic bags are biodegradable, however, the 
non-degradable one would never be disappeared in the world. Daehong thought the garbage bag is 
a metaphor for citizens who search for their own identities and existence in a stereotypical and boring 
life. hong Kong people are always confused about our own identity between chinese and the british 
colonised. is there any other possibility other than these?
while rethinking about the dreamland, the experience in busan and Kam tin inspired me to think of 
the relationship between human beings and the environment. there may be two possible questions: 
The first one is “how do we perceive ourselves?”. The second one is “how do we review our times?”. 
we have fallen on hard times in hong Kong. many of us came out and fought for justice and democ-
racy. then, we came back to the normal life very soon. it seems that nothing has happened. under 
the critical political and social context today, it is impossible for us to act like tao coming back to the 
nature and live in seclusion. Actually, there is no contradiction between the reality and the utopia. An 
English poet, william blake said “what is now proved was once only imagined”. the reality was once 
imagined by our ancestor who worked really hard to make their utopia come true. what we lack today 
is the courage of imagination and dogged determination.
美好只止於嚮往? (節錄) ― 萬綺麗
beauty and grace is only in utopia? (excerpt)
by mAn Yee Lai (Ella)
垃垃      或藝術? 現實或理想? (節錄) ― 冼秀眉
garbage or art? … reality or utopia? (excerpt)
by sin sau mei (simmy)



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Be realistic, demand the impossible!
— Che Guevara
Dismiss the Government!
— anonymous graffiti in the Umbrella Movement 
(1)
As introduced by clara chEung, curator of the project, “in search of the Peachland” is “an 
art exchange project involving many different layers of idea exchanges amongst different 
parties.” As an invited observer, i could hardly follow and write on all aspects, and thus i try 
to keep my focus on the central idea that this project are lined up with artists that are all liv-
ing around the same district, namely the Kam sheung road area same as mine. i believe that 
amongst the recent exhibitions in the city with emphasis on locality, community and the like, 
this seemingly straightforward grouping rationale is still a relatively unexplored approach 
with its special meaning, that by linking up where and how one lives, it seemed an attempt 
to open up the needy discussion on political resistance based on everyday life. 
Yet when i am saying where and how one lives could be linked to a kind of resistance based 
on everyday life, I actually leave art out of the formulation (I will briefly argue why later on). I 
leave out in the formulation too, the specificity of the chosen area, for as long as the exhibi-
tion takes place where the artists live, their decisions on their works could then be based on 
their everyday living experiences, and such resistance should be able to emerge anywhere. 
surely, Kam sheung road district is a comparatively rural area of hong Kong, choosing to 
exhibit here should be a deliberate choice, and i will not deny or ignore it. but is there some-
thing so unique to the area that the ways of life addressed in the art here could constitute a 
kind of resistance not able to happen elsewhere? i am not sure. i am not ruling out that rural 
area is quite distinctive, but we have many other rural areas in hong Kong too, and what is so 
distinctive about the rural?  
As such a project is quite unprecedented (so far that i know), the giving birth of it happening 
in the rural area might be hinting us there are really some differences between the urban and 
the rural area, such as the degree of the sense of belonging, community bonding, freedom 
using the public space, the generic quality of development, etc., that encourage or discour-
age people to think and act in this model. but could these be proven or refuted? is living 
in the new territories nowadays really so vast a difference, that a certain rural favour could 
be reflected in the way one lives, or the artwork one produces? Is Kam Sheung Road district 
really that remote, where the mainstream value of the city ceased to dominate? is it a kind of 
exaggeration, to suggest living in Kam sheung road district equal as having a rural way of 
life? What I tried to raise, is perhaps some skepticism towards an unreflective rural imagina-
tion of Kam sheung road area, and keep considering resistance that are generally relevant 
to present day hong Kong as a whole.   
but why then an artists community gather here in the Kam sheung road district? is there 




on lending the literary reference of “the Peachland” by tao Yuanming of Eastern jin Dynasty 
for the title of the project could give us some hints? to her, this piece of literature portraits 
an ideal state of idyll setting, which also indirectly criticizing the corrupted government at 
the time. she noted however the text is also at once a taoist wish of resigning oneself from 
society, as well as (by quoting another writer), “a silence but strong challenge posted against 
the corrupted world.” 
such a pair of contrasting attitudes, seemed to echo the paradoxical argument of aesthetics 
being the most powerful political critique, by withstanding any politicization, only this time 
wrapped in a spatial metaphor. but clara seemed to feel that chinese civilians are probably 
too good at generating their own parallel time and space, they only fight back when the ruler 
is extremely corrupted making their life absolutely unbearable. this means the resigning ide-
al might be more, that of an escapist ideology, withholding people from engaging in resis-
tances and uprisings. Yet clara distinctively made her remark, that the community settling in 
Kam sheung road district, in her eyes, is one that is opposite to the typical chinese escap-
ism, which is why she added the “post” prefix to Peachland in the Chinese title to distinguish 
one from the other. Yet before we hence move straight on to study on this “Post-Peachland” 
concept, a detour in Peachland might still reveal us a few worthy reminders. 
(1.1)
The first note I find interesting is that to announce Peachland as an ideal state, it always need 
a narrative viewpoint from an outsider. the residents of Peachland, on the contrary, tried to 
persuade the intruder not to tell other outsiders of the encounter, (but quite surprisingly) for 
the reason they believe there is nothing really worthy to tell about their existence. in such a 
perspective, is our curator initiating the project being someone living in the city (outside the 
district) a merely coincident? 
For holding a contemporary art exhibition in a more rural setting (unfamiliar with contempo-
rary art exhibition, despite independent curator Andrew Lam, also not a native villager, has 
setup his MOST (Museum of Site) inside the walled village of Kam Tin in the late 90s), the 
need of some outsiders to give it a push is understandable (but why are the initiatives always 
not coming from the arts community living there?). with the introduction of a broader scale 
of publicity towards the art audiences, the project has exceed itself as a merely communal art 
project, but yet how one persuades the art audiences that art in such a district is (and in what 
way) relevant to them? (or they are well-used to travelling afar to see art anyway?) And with 
what measures, could the gap between the local people with contemporary art be bridged? 
(or is such already a politically incorrect assumption?)
Perhaps as always, once the curatorial statement is set, things that matters are passed back 
into the hands of the artists. how they determine their role, in between being a community 
resident, community art artist, or simply an artist, and their addressing subjects being those 
from the community or beyond, are very much in the realm of artists’ individual decisions. 
Yet other than each creativity capacity, what i am interested is that, we could now try study 
the artists’ ways of life and the living environment to see what and how they are contributing 
to these artistic decisions too. Yet how do we identify these relationships, and what count 
as rebellious or resistance under what context (the rural one, or the rural/urban one)? the 
introduction of any art project in such a region, will naturally surpass a merely (objective) re-
flection of the regional phenomenon, and resulting something more like a complex reflexive 
interaction. i believe it is therefore as meaningful that we read alongside the content of the 
work, or the formal language of the work, the real condition of such artistic production, for it 
is not just an in-situ work, but a work in-situ. 
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what is quite peculiar to this genre of utopian literature like Peachland, is that their dis-
cursive plots often enough rely on some travelers’ testimonies. i am not talking about the 
eye-witness’ credit it tries to generate in proving the existence of utopia, but the precon-
dition, for the existence of such accounts to occur, these travelers must choose to return to 
the reader’s world every time. hence, it implies that those who discovered the utopia will 
nevertheless choose to come back to our corrupted world? while for the impossibility of 
re-entering the utopia, could it be subconsciously revealing our assumption of the imperfect 
human nature that could only ruin such idealistic paradise if it is accessible to all? utopia just 
seems destined to be forever elsewhere.
 
the second point to note is the projection of the ideal state out of this Peachland. if those 
living inside are not living heavenly, carefree with no need of laboring, what is so idealistic 
of such a way of life, especially if the societies inside and outside Peachland (when the text 
was written) were both still very much an agricultural one? what is it that make one projects 
it as ideal? could it not be its sealing off from (hence the absence of) war, harsh ruler, or 
corrupted state, that people see it as ideal/utopian? how is war or corruption avoided and or 
could be avoided in such a state? how is it possible to maintain such separation, and being 
self-sustainable under such separation? Are we not then falling back to a kind of escapism 
as ideal, only this time we are frustrated not by wars, but by the over-developed city and its 
grimy political development, pushing the urban dwellers to start dreaming of the romantic 
idyll of the suburb and rural? (or such way of living is a price people are actually willing to 
pay in exchange for peace?) should we probe deeper into the uncertain role of farming, as a 
kind of solid foundation in sustaining some more autonomous, independent ways of life? or 
are people longing really for stronger community bonding? or proximity to nature instead? 
could these projections be merely misconceptions, idealized- projection onto ways of life 
different from oneself? what are longings anyway, if they exist only in thoughts, and never 
motivate people to becoming one’s way of life in reality? 
It operates on different conceptions of time and space. The world of the future may have no clocks. 
— Tom McGrath
(1.2.1)
As we reckoned that an idealistic homeland is becoming ever harder to find in reality, maybe 
what is idealistic, need no longer be of something concrete and workable, but exist exactly 
as a projection against the un-idealistic society? but what if we need them as real resistance? 
what then could be their foundation? i think it is highly revealing, that immediately after 
defining the Kam Sheung Road artists community as not escapists, Clara quoted a line from 
participating artist natalie Lo to back up her argument, suggesting “Farming is another 
kind of protest.” Farming has undoubtedly been given lots of attention lately, global wise, 
as a form of social movement, contributing to an alternative future that is more sustainable. 
(the idealistic projection of a rural life might however have not existed too, prior to the new 
movement in organic farming in hong Kong.) Yet, other than natalie Lo being a part-time 
farmer at sangwoodgoon, farming is not a representative activity for the group of artists 
being chosen. 
Other than TANG Kwok Hin being a native settling here since birth, these post 80s (born in 
the 80s generation) artists started to know of this area, owed much probably to their varying 
involvement in the earlier movement (2009-) against the building of the High-Speed Railway 
connecting to china and the demolishing of (the non-indigenous) choi Yuen Village (located 
exactly in Kam sheung road area) for its construction. more art related, the group are all 
related to the Yau ma tei’s community art space of wooferten in various degree, as either 
members/staffs or at least as invited artists, where artistic traits concerning the community 
and civil resistance were encouraged. but given that wooferten was also actively supporting 
the Anti- high-speed railway movement, this movement might be a more creditable source 
of the transformation of value they have, in determining how to live one’s life. (btw, even 
sangwoodgoon is born out of this movement.)
clara followed on to introduce mudwork (of ng Ka chun, chung wai ian, and reds 
chEung) for their community construction projects, as well as ng and chung’s  involve-
ment with the community newspaper “Pat heung Post,” together with sushan chAn. 
Does this mean a further emphasis (other than natalie Lo’s farming) on utilitarianism in 
the “Post-Peachland” paradigm, that contrast oneself with the usual utopian projection, 
appreciating things/actions that are functional and intervening the reality? (Art putting up a 
resistance to utopian rhetoric?) 
but could art now be serving a realistic goal other than itself, or a resistance movement, not 
be another self-idealization? there has always been some literatures over participatory com-
munity and social experiments juxtaposing terms such as that of the real utopia. but should 
the community works by our artists be seen as artworks, or being seen as merely community 
works (by artists)? u.s. Art professor claire bishop has posed a similar question in her pub-
lication Artificial Hell, suggesting that many participatory works now claim their community 
function, but yet choose to present themselves as art and in art context, instead of allowing 
them be assessed by standards of community work. 
it is true that in rural areas, there are much spaces less closely monitored and maintained 
by the government, or of ownership only loosely defined, leaving much occasions that one 
could decide to take up the responsibility oneself. (whether there are such rooms in the 
urban district for one to intervene, i guess, count as always, more on how creative one is.) Yet 
such culture not just came to a halt within those newer estates with management compa-
nies, conflicts also often occurred due to such grey areas, where problems are resolved less 
through lawful procedures, but resorting to local hierarchy of power and even violence. 
besides, the pro-government stance of the traditional indigenous groups out of shared in-
terest is also widely known. one must thus admit, the artists community here is only a weakly 
cohered minority, having little say in determining how the area is going to be developed. 
Different groups have each their interests to defend, and this tension often even spread to 
in between non-indigenous groups. the rural reality is thus hard to be idealized once you 
glimpse into this insiders’ picture.
As for artist TANG Kwok Hin, he reflected on one ocassion his own indigenous villager identi-
ty in a sharing session, and claimed himself to be against the policy of allowing indigenous 
male villager the (discriminative/privileged) right to claim land and build one’s own house. 
Yet he also interestingly mused on the scenario, that if he got this permission, he might ac-
tually go ahead and build one, renting a part of it, so as to support a part reserved for artist 
in residence program or the like. is it not a dilemma that an unjust policy could put people 
into? For to claim what you are entitled to, and put them to realize one’s own vision, is it 
not also a way to take things into one’s hand rather than waiting for the government to do 
something top-down? (Yet, is he still really against this policy then? or could we assume art 
still reactionary?) 
with such background in sight, we could see the relationship between the artists’ ways of 
life and the role they wanted art to play could be quite complicate, different as usual from 
person to person, the subject and means of resistance might also vary, hardly forming any 
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unified movement. Is there still anything shared that is more general? 
 (1.2.2)
while farming is not likely the common reason the artists moved in for, cheaper rent should 
be an undeniable factor. Yet as long as demands for flats continue to exist, the rising of rent 
of Kam sheung road district could be of no exception. transforming of old houses into 
smaller apartments for rent besides newly constructed ones are happening on daily basis. 
those who could no longer afford the rise, could only opt for area even further out, or seek-
ing extra income (by travelling more frequently out to town?). People moving to the new 
territories are often having not much choice over where to live owed to affordability, rather 
than having any specific reasons why one needs to live here and not elsewhere. The property 
market as a sum of all factors, reflects how Hongkonger generally prefer convenience of the 
city, while shorter time and money spend on daily commute to work being a strong prefer-
ence too.
For my case, despite i want to live where i could farm, i am highly aware that i simply could 
not afford to live anywhere else in the city, consider the income i made with my present time 
distribution on various works. so am i facing a choice here? maybe a conscious choice of 
what i want to do, which (brings a natural consequence on what way of life and where i could 
live, that) at the same time is really an unalterable class confinement? Yet what if you do not 
see the city as the loci centre of your activities, that you prefer more DiY and less temptation 
of unnecessary consumption, that you prefer to stay put in a less-modernized community? 
As long as you can make your own living this way, one might suddenly see the “wronghead-
edness” of the whole property market. Yet how far could one push this (resistance?) to the 
extreme, and yet survive? while farming might be coming close to a sustaining practice, 
“half farming half x” could be a less extreme option. 
“half x half artist” might be more true however, for most arts practitioners in hong Kong 
that their art are not generating them full income, and so they need to earn from somewhere 
so as to support their arts. (the artists recruited in this project varies in this spectrum.) As 
farming is producing something that oneself also needs, there is a subtle foundational differ-
ence, from even non-commercial art resources and working mechanism, not to mention the 
commercial selling market. while art could be about anything (hence also about farming), 
i think farming is in return quite unique or exemplary, when one is trying to think of living 
an autonomous life of resistance. Yet framing it by art is however more about bringing art 
into the picture by filling in the subject matter. Such is the dilemma of contemporary art, 
constantly about this or that, while retaining a distance, to keep its own identity when even 
addressing art as being the way of life. this is also the feeling i have of the project, as well as 
perhaps my hesitation seeing rural as an indispensable focus of the project, if farming/agri-
culture is not truly engaged.
(1.2.3)
to put it in a different way, to pursue a way of life, an art project could be the hindrance, as 
the two have two set of bio-politics. According to clara, “parallel space/time” is a term she 
modified, from the original concept of “Parallel Structure” from a piece of writing by local 
scholar hui Po Keung, discussing what could still be done next during the stalemate of the 
umbrella movement. it could also be used in alternately with a “second culture,” which 
could both be traced to czechoslovakia’s dissent Vaclav havel’s resistance strategy against 
the post-totalitarian regime. it addresses the kinds of organization and community life which 
are beyond what the authority approved of, such as underground publications, performanc-
es, concerts, conferences, exhibitions, or those that exist alongside the official structure, 
completing with them over the socialization of the civilians. by estranging out a space where 
the political hegemony with the official establishments terminate, people could then be 
living in truth. And through such a way, hui wishes a new kind of value and life-form beyond 
the mainstream could start forming in hong Kong. 
The modification from “Parallel Structure” to “Parallel Space/Time” could be understand-
able consider clara is trying to bring Peachland into the discourse. but also with this slight 
modification, the crucial structural foundation that support the “Parallel Space/Time” start 
fading out of the picture. it is out of this same concern, instead of reading what the artworks 
in the project are about, i try keep asking how and on what foundation (forms of sustain-
able way of life) these artworks are constituted that make it having a meaningful dialogue/
response to the project. After all, a purely space/time isolation could be consider a kind of 
escapism that still need to be filled by some substantial content, a substantial resistance on 
the other hand need not a special space/time segregation, for space/time in our life are part 
of the needed structuring that constitute the resistance. how we use our space/time, is the 
battle.  
“Parallel space/time” characterization of Peachland is thus falling short illuminating what 
hui Po heung suggest as a “parallel structure”. Yet, such discrepancy is nevertheless a good 
reflection on the project itself, as a temporal space/time event, in relation to the long term 
communal residence and art embedding in a way of life that it wants to address. how then 
could space/time as a foundation to such a project be discussed? sushan chAn’s artwork 
“64K Post” (64K being the number of the bus route travelling in between tai Po and Yuen 
Long serving the Kam sheung road district) brought the idea of commuter’s travelling to my 
notice. 
For paying the project a weekend visit, Kam sheung road station of the west rail acts as 
an entry point in all the publicity materials. being connected to the mass transit railway 
network is highly significant for it reduces the remoteness that people might have over Kam 
sheung road district, or at least people seems to feel more secure knowing how to reach 
there. it is this accessibility, no doubt, that leads the area between Kam sheung road station 
to Kam tin being planned to be developed into some housing estates by the government, a 
news that clara also noted in her introductory text. tAng Kwok hin living in Kam tin sensi-
tively noticed that this few minutes walk through alleys could be posting some challenges to 
the visitors, he thus came up with the idea of bicycle pickup service from Kam sheung road 
station. but changing the use of this personal commuting tool, and it inevitably raised a few 
technical problems. 
giving directions get immediately more complicated when one needs to travel to and fro 
to the other major venue tse uk chuen, where sangwoodgoon is located. bus and minibus 
options, octopus or cash discount, all these are minor details familiarized by the residents, 
yet quite difficult to fully explain to new visitors, especially they will be only here for a single 
weekend, clear and easy options are perhaps more important than the excessive information 
to save a little cost. but such an attitude, however minor, suggested a split in the mode of 
experience approximating the living experience, to try and remain focusing on the quest 
after the art itself.  
the pick of transportation could indeed reveal a lot about the area and the commuter, as this 
is not just decision based on the cost coeffiency to space/time, but different value embed-
ded in a personal way of life in respect to space/time, as well as the historic and structural 
handling of space/time in a much larger public and regional scale. but there are surely lots of 
similar tiny details that one could take note in the city, so why should we expect someone to 
take note of those outside their own life-world, that lacks the everyday functionality to them? 
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(or if one is really so much an art enthusiast, and do not want to miss the experience that 
sushan chAn got her inspiration from, maybe such an audience should really take a 64K bus 
from tai Po to Kam sheung road? but again, does that really matter that much?)
The problem is that this clash of positions—which concerns pressing global conflicts over food production and 
the status of the natural world—was not explicitly engaged in the exhibition’s framework (only by individual 
authors and artists). As a result Christov-Bakargiev’s project betrayed a (non)position of uncommitted plural-
ism, a tendency familiar in the liberal milieu of contemporary art, happy to allude to crises and emergencies 
but take no clear stand in relation to them.
— T.J. Demos
At best, daily life, like art, is revolutionary. At worst it is a prison-house. 
— Paul Willis
(1.3.1)
sushan chAn lives just a stone’s throw away from Kam sheung road, with a 64K bus stop in 
sight. After moving in, she found a job that needed her to travel by the bus every weekdays 
back and forth. For this project, she turned again to produce a communal newspaper as her 
art piece. going through the process of news gathering, writing, illustration, layout, print-
ing, binding and distribution, the work is hence like taking on another job, but this is one 
of a community nature. by lending use of questionnaires and interviews, touching on topics 
such as bus schedule, it tries to arouse the interest of the commuters fellows who lives in the 
same area, especially consider the few bus stops near sheung tsuen where she distributed 
these papers. Yet if one consider it is a rare occasion having an art project set in the district 
for public visitors, it is actually quite intriguing that she lend the chance to try communicate, 
targeting at the other people who are also living there but need to constantly travel out of 
the area for work. 
natalie Lo and tAng Kwok hin are both successful in reducing the distance of transpor-
tation by realizing their works at their workplace and home respectively. with zero carbon 
footprints, natalie experimented with leftover, not from the kitchen and dining table, but 
from the farm, shifting the topic from the usual consumers’ end back to the less disclosed 
producer end, consuming the veggie that has reached its end before departing from where 
they were grown. tAng on the other hand, opened his home in a walled village in Kam tin 
on the second day of the exhibition weekend, to do a marathon sharing for visitors, introduc-
ing his works that are related to his indigenous villager experience. A video that recorded 
the travel he made in the area was shown, in replacement of the personal bike tour he pro-
vided for limited audiences on the first open day. 
both artists, fair to say, combined their life in the area into their art. but where the art resides? 
is natalie’s art the relational participation in the exchange for her food? the handkerchief 
souvenirs? her food servings? her interest and her work and observation at the farm seems 
perfectly blended, but it seems they are tailor made presented as an art event at the very 
same time. tAng Kwok hin’s work is hard to pinpoint in another opposite way, for we have a 
direct viewing of selected artworks on the projection screen, related to aspects of his village 
life or examination of his personal identity. but is our artist lending the form of the much 
familiar format of artist sharing, forming a new work in a meta-level for the project? Artworks 
become the windows here for the artist to show you the surrounding outside, but sometimes 
you slip into fictive elements (often of cyber sources) in the artworks.
Encountering the daily working environment of the artist, is it not like an open studio visit 
then? when the production studio and the artwork are all present together, what kind of 
knowledge for art or beyond art, came out of this overlapping experiences? joining in the 
activity of natalie Lo at sangwoodgoon, you might not be feeling inside an artist’s studio, 
but the farm is actually the environment where she work (revealing her half identity of farmer 
other than half artist?) and choose to present her work (which other than this one for the 
project, were not always farming related). Yet visiting the living/dining room of tAng Kwok 
hin’s family, you are actually inside the place where he lives (but not his studio), yet being 
temporarily converted into an incongruous screening room, encountering an artist sharing 
session which might usually happens in an art space. together with the texts in sushan 
chAn’s 64K Post, disclosing the context of one’s living in relation to one’s artworks, seems 
quite a challenge to all artists and most of them resort to much verbal/textual communica-
tion and explication. 
when we wanted to place emphasis on locality in art, does it automatically lead one to focus 
on the contextual side, or should it still be art-centric/art-oriented to start with? Are we look-
ing for some unique experiences not to be found elsewhere, or expecting something more 
universal for the audiences to reflect on themselves? More fundamentally, how is art to relate 
to something, or how is it to present something? what has this interest on locality to do with 
art in the very first place? Is art not a platform that is empty by itself, allowing itself to present 
whatever suggested? (While the resistance is based on this reflective distance?) One might 
perhaps have doubt here, that i am exaggerating the problem in a binary oppositional way, 
that the art and lifeworld are both permeable by one another. Yet if knowledge of a lifeworld 
of a locality might be of no use to another life-world, could the art that is also connected 
to that lifeworld (of a person) be invalid to another lifeworld (of another person)? or more 
radically, if the original lifeworld has no conception of art, then by inserting it and singling 
it out, has the lifeworld been used as just a backdrop to art? will an art coating be a better 
metaphor?
rural life being framed into art, i believe, is apt to describe works of both nataile and tAng, 
but how are these works being placed back into the living environment (with that zero dis-
tancing)? when the visitors moved in between these art and their locality, is it the everyday 
life any more that they experienced? For artists to present their art, the family’s living room 
was being recruited for screening, the vegetation that were supposed to be clear away for 
compost in the farm has been retained for keeping in the food cycle. the visitors might en-
counter not everyday life but be turned tourists for the prepared exotic experience, access-
ing inside the historic walled village that is normally restricted, and a taste of fresh organic 
food right at the field like much trendy television cooking programs. 
(1.3.2)
the way i feel i need to post questions in a radical manner, is perhaps because i felt that art 
remained the production here for people to experience, while my formulation is however 
seeking an everyday life that the locality provides its resistance to redundant artistic pro-
duction, to make itself politically charged. that is why, when mudwork decided on building 
a wooden structure privy (for sangwoodgoon) in this project, i originally think it might be 
the exemplar of an utilitarian response to the framework of Post-Peachland (despite that as 
a half-farmer of sangwoodgoon, i doubted whether the input of its construction material, 
manpower and plot of land is worthy, particularly in comparison with the original bucket in 
the wild which fulfilled its job nicely for men). Yet what I found interesting is that the group 
actually served visitors a drink they called “privy cocktail,” yellowish and with little bubbles 
during the opening weekend. that led me to rethink what is there to share to the visitors 
from the artwork? As the artwork is such a functional construction made for the farm, could 
there be really not much things that the visitors could relate themselves to? which is why a 
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drink of humour is offered for visitors to share? 
sharing might be amongst the keywords of relational works or community art, but instead of 
seeing the “privy cocktail” as such an offering, i am wondering if it is at the same time some 
additional measure, to prevent the functional artwork from collapsing totally into reality 
(as Arthur c. Danto draws the line for art)? so while the art project aims to focus on locality 
keep on the march in reducing distance in its various aspects, art seems to constantly need 
retaining this distance. What is the collapsing of distance for?  For efficiency? Reduction of 
cost? sure, but behind these reasons, i guess it demonstrates the foundational conditioning 
of a space/time locality in support of its sustainable autonomy. in sangwoodgoon, there is 
no electricity, and it could not be access by automobiles. these led one to resolve prob-
lem in one’s own way (yet this trouble is perhaps why it could still be retained for farming), 
in self-manageable scale and methodology. bigger constructions are executed only when 
things turned needy, or that resourceful occasion arise. the privy could be seen as such a 
later case project co-working with muDwork. 
After moving in to Sheung Chuen of Pat Heung, MUDwork first setup their workshop at Tai 
Kwong Po nearby Kam tin, and they tried to resolve the frequent commute in between with 
bikes, then motorcycle and car. Then finally came the chance they moved their studio back 
to just beside their home. working at sangwoodgoon thus produced some logistic need 
for dropping building materials off by the roadside carpark overlooked by the villagers, and 
lending electricity from our neighbouring farmers. these requests seem trivial yet perhaps 
a true test of the relationship built over time. in reverse, could it be that most artists living in 
the area still felt uncertain of having their work/activities happening around their home, that 
they finally resort to the fields of Sangwoodgoon? (Tang’s official permission to use the space 
upon written notification demonstrated a different working system for within the indigenous 
group.)
Yet the field rent for farming has also its own customary set of rules, hard to be fully compre-
hended. Bringing in art activities with influx of visitors will quite naturally be seen as some-
thing beyond the original purpose of the agricultural land use, and might bring skepticism 
from the sensitive indigenous villagers that might also be the landlords. no one could be 
sure how they might react, for example speculating the event perhaps as commercial activi-
ty? Art project happening in existing community has temporary short span, but unlike work-
ing in an institutional white cube which welcome such short term moving in and out model, 
it involved now the farmers/residents/tenants, who need to stay and bear with the unknown 
longer term consequences. this is also the particular pressure the seemingly autonomous 
way of life the arts or farming communities need to face, as these non-indigenous group has 
still no land of one’s own as their permanent secure foundation. (Distributism is inevitably 
political as it considers the rights for each to owe land of one’s own).
muDwork’s privy is one big physical piece of work that will have a functional after-life beyond 
the short exhibition weekend. not just having a practical use, it utilized resources from one 
(the arts) field and lend it for another (the farm fields). I used to try and utilize arts resources 
in a similar way, and transferring them even more directly to reactionary projects. Artist mar-
cel Duchamp’s nominalism tradition of contemporary art, no doubt strengthen the legitimacy 
of such strategic practices. Yet often the act needs a discourse to justify it, which thus led it 
being dressed under the cloak of art. this demonstrated how contemporary art is not really 
a free nominalistic platform as we want to believe. instead of appropriating resources in such 
manner, finding one’s own sustainable foundation while living in truth, seems a more coher-
ent means to end way for autonomous resistance. 
now as we see through the window of mudwork’s privy from the farm shelter, we could see 
a photo hanging inside, that of marcel Duchamp’s urinal Fountain (1917). the picture is not 
even the Alfred stieglitz version, but one of empty background. is it hanged there as an 
enigmatic/functional reminder that this privy collected only urine (but not solid feces)? or 
more possibly to add an arty reference to the work, linking it back to an art (historical/theo-
retical) context? if it is a theoretical footnote, the work that i will hang will be joseph beuys’ 
the silence of marcel Duchamp is overrated (1964) instead. As a work of labour and of func-
tionality, the homage of the work is now given to the artist that conceptually steal the credit 
from all workers, turning their products into readymade. this discrepancy of understanding 
in contemporary art, has now reached even to the fields.
(1.3.3)
Korean artist KIM Mi Young is having her first trip abroad for this project, and getting to 
know her work from her presentation, the works she did seem quite self-effacing. And as it is 
pretty hard to communicate with her in English, i did worry how she could tap deep into the 
local context for her work to be presented here. After some studies, she originally asked for 
some bamboo rods and wires for some construction at the waterway besides the fields. I was 
worried if it could cause obstruction to the water flow and irritate our neighbouring farmers, 
but she changed her mind in the end and placed tiny rubbles found onto the riverbed of the 
brook, forming into a sentence that of “I wanna flow.” 
this work surprised me, not in the sense that it is very different from what mi Young did in 
the past, but that it isn’t, that she maintained her style of work having a silent dialogue with 
the environment. it thus also surprised me, how the scale of a work produced for a foreign 
residency, and needing people to travel afar to see, could be so daringly lightweight, so 
seemingly spontaneous, and yet people accept it by recognizing the quality shining through. 
As someone that is able to see it in its various state over the days, i have the privilege to 
experience the work a very different way compared with the visitors, my feeling for it is also 
more that of our shared desire to have water flowing in the brook, despite mine is for agri-
cultural needs, hers of an aesthetics sensation. but the work seems to have given the brook a 
will of its own too. 
the other work she set in Kam tin, happened to have been rolled over by a parking car the 
first day when I visited it, and I only spotted it with the help from someone. The similar state-
ment “I want to flow,” by rubbles placed on the concrete floor, seems not as harmonious as 
its twin to the surrounding. it embodied however a poetic critique of the deaden cement 
environment, demonstrating a strong will over matter, despite executed in a highly fragile 
form. i can’t help amused by the thought too, how the villagers of the nearby communal 
centre think of the scene, seeing people come and go, looking underneath a car for viewing 
an artwork as such. 
The other Korean artist KIM Dae Hong, despite much more fluent in speaking English, 
produced in the end, a performance that cut himself off from the surrounding, by wrapping 
oneself in a black garbage bag and moving slowly on the Kam tin main street. People in the 
rural are generally more tolerate with garbage, if you consider how litter has been systemati-
cally being removed from sight in the city. Yet what kind of interaction could one expect, and 
what sort of reflection might it trigger, with such a deliberative act? The one that paid the 
most attention to it, are not the curious village kids (not much nowadays), but probably the 
other performance artists that came. Pretending one in Kam sheung road and one might 
too nicely blend into the environment, but by bringing it to Art basel, whose emperor’s coat 
is it then? the scene of a staff at the gate of Art basel checking the litter bag stick with a 
valid entry ticket on the documentary video seems amusing, but is hardly funny to me, as i 
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see everywhere a possibility of being the x for this work. (the aliveness of the big black mass 
reminds me of tAng Kwok hin’s more evolutional and interactive public art project the 
Spine Passerby (2011), which however spanned over weeks in duration.) 
when the project is still in its recruiting stage, i was told about the openspace bae (where 
Dae hong once worked) situating in busan’s rural area, with pear farm surrounding it. my 
imagination of it having a close tie with such an environment and maybe even agriculture, 
turned out to be just my wishful thinking. the pick of location was owed again, simply to the 
high rent in the city, and the artists’ proposals selection demands no need of any particular 
connection with such a surrounding context. Yet when we finally made in, arriving there in 
the woods, we entered the gallery and saw before us, an exhibition filled with pots of plants, 
that later came to know are wild plants/weeds adopted by the artist from the city. the sur-
rounding seemed not irrelevant, but provided us a heightened sense of ridiculousness. the 
exhibiting artist seems wanting to challenge us on how we determine between plants and 
weeds, bringing us to note our anthropocentric bias. Yet is art not the most anthropocentric 
here in the nature? how is one to overcome it? by having all people following fruitarianism? 
or could the critique at least be a more valid one, if the artist is a practitioner of fruitarianism 
indeed? Do we judge art this way? what is the persuasion for change?
in the 64K post, we have also sketches by students done in the Kam sheung road area, yet 
much of the drawings are of plants, weeds, wild flowers. The discourse on appreciating the 
small things and little details in life that accompany the drawings has seemingly become 
some popular sentiments of affect. if an accusation of them overlooking the huge crisis in 
humanity being too heavy, one could at least see it from the angle of a community post, as 
indulging into something that one could projection their feelings onto, rather than making 
the move to start interacting with other community members. Sushan CHAN’s identification 
with the trees by Kam sheung road with a corner trimmed by the bypassing double deck 
buses, to symbolize the somewhat incompleteness of her communal life, surely is hard to 
find someone with equally strong sensitivity to respond to, but that is at least addressing to 
another layer of reality to me. 
(1.3.4)
Very often, the way discourses in art points towards the symbolic, treating the projection 
as if it is already an accomplished linkage. The weeds (as well as the little flowers, even the 
extreme case of garbage) maybe representing those things that we overlooked. Yet wanting 
to know how the artist handle the seeds of these plants, or the diet principle or ecological 
view on agriculture of the artist might all be too serious and too real a demand. but if we are 
only after symbolic interpretations, what about the claim art made, trying to be connected 
to our real everyday life? should we not ask about the solid foundation to the imagination of 
resistance? 
no wonder the real foundation of art, the social political foundation, has in our era, been that 
of art as commodity, part of the speculative art market, part of the culture and creative indus-
try, rounding up the creative economy of creative class and creative city that the government 
tried to brand and market oneself (reinforcing so called economical competiveness). gentri-
fication has been the fate from endless examples of artists being its pioneers in spotting out 
spaces for a better way of living in less developed quarters of the cities. now, the process is 
even more aggressive and oftenly do not wait for the transformation to naturally happen, but 
seizing directly the district or building of lesser commercial value and repackaging it with the 
help of various artistic input for new purposes. 
the refugee settling village of gamcheon culture Village has been cosmeticized into a 
mediterranean-greek-like picturesque scenery for tourists’ photo taking, hong ti Art center 
despite having its community art program, has an ironical pre-history as part of the devel-
opment that first brought devastation to the old village and its population. It has been a 
global phenomenon that the arts and cultural creative industry is being used as excuses for 
development at the expense of its aged community. these examples are so abundance, we 
actually do not need to look far overseas. that is why i felt so unbearable for the Lingnan 
students to present the case of hong Kong P.m.Q. to the Korean art students in view there 
is so little time for more genuine exchange. i bet just a little research and compare it with 
a similar case in busan could be much more effective for all to understand what should be 
obvious enough; unless we still have not know well enough the nature of things within our 
own ecology to begin with, and its ties to globalization, despite we are now becoming part 
of such a game.
when the government changed the purpose of a concrete physical space to accommodate 
art, the legitimacy of its clause should be examined, for arts and cultural clauses are not 
unconditional. the residency that tAng Kwok hin imagined, despite a personal decision 
it seems, still involved the exercising of an indigenous right not granted equally to all, and 
exemplified the question on the priority of art amongst different values. Could one have 
it both ways (as the popular imagination of being an undercover)? or should the means 
be bounded by the goal (demanding a coherence in value, action and belief)? the arts 
development is nowadays closely connected to the arts and cultural policy of a country. so 
is the proactive Korean government in pushing the arts and creative industry and letting big 
corporations founding their private cultural foundation the way we wish our government to 
follow? in hong ti, the government now has resources to let an art center lead its community 
art project, while the nearby workers still worked to exhaustion daily, and could only take a 
short lunch break in the sculpture garden at best. shouldn’t the well-being of the livelihood 
of the workers be part of the government policy and agenda if it really take its community art 
program seriously? (And how should an artist position oneself in such a situation?) the quiet 
videos showing the scenes and soundscapes of different European cities inside the exhibi-
tion hall are somehow again a travesty of the contextual situation.
… We need to go more radical, more extreme than revolution, we need to go one step beyond. And the 
straightforward answer is to concentrate on ourselves and on local change. In short, we need to set a good 
example. An important mental step in escaping the power of government is to understand that, to some de-
gree, we ourselves are complicit with the problem. By not acting for ourselves, we allow others to act for us. … 
— Tom Hogdkinson
   
(1.4.1)
if the places we visited in busan, that of the art museum, art department of university, 
even art space organization all being quite normal art institutions, the one that might most 
closely reminiscent of Kam sheung road area informal artists community could be that of 
the various community spaces scattered in the district of jangjeon-dong. these restaurant, 
woodwork studio, band-room, gadget shop, are all loosely connected, tiny scale, self-initiat-
ed enterprises. Does it seems more lively, having no art presented, owed perhaps to that the 
gallery has been closed down when we visited it? what is so special about this place? that 
parallel space/time could actually exist within community and city if you recognize it? Yet 
creative cluster is not some new concept either. 
based on my experience in wooferten community art space, how to capture the spirit of 
communal life is almost an impossible task, for it does not exist to be documented, to be 
represented. Participatory and communal art project has thus slowly developed a sort of 
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cliché way and language of presenting themselves. they are becoming models, as if they 
could be transfer and repeated in different communities, on different people, in particularly 
with the kind of multiple exchanges in between these groups, even more around tokyo and 
seoul, considering themselves now as a network. 
i am not trying to question their authenticity or dedication, it is just i have more interest 
in resistance based on everyday life as its foundation (that it is the everyday life that got 
transgressive), than models (needing agents) that are not embedding in. the festival as an 
occasion for an escape from everyday life could be applied to the festive carnival demon-
stration, yet it could still need a network accumulating day by day, so is it providing a window 
to see beyond the present way of life? Demonstration as a contained procession, is at the 
same time perhaps not bad if it is being positive to self-empowering, than fulfilling the 
original purpose of spreading out of the message to make an influence. All in all, the various 
contexts shape the variety of resistances. it is just this contrast of being part of everyday life 
and its meta-reframing via art, that are generating two different kinds of bio-politics. the 
externalized, wholly conscious way, is more in tune with visibility, which could lead to social 
capital and be put in use for promotional or educational purposes. this will yet bring about 
a difference in cultural resources distribution which generate unequal development in the 
shared neighbourhood, a direction of development after all, with or without all stakeholders 
acknowledgement and consensus. 
in the past, i have been often been asked by reporters, what is my most memorable thing 
working in wooferten, and i encountered this question again when interviewed for this 
project. I guess they really have to finish their jobs, to summarize the subject in an extreme 
succinct way, yet in hope to retain some excitement or funny scenes, meaning that they need 
to grab things by means of the peculiar, outstanding moments. Yet to me, community art 
project is a work that every moment big or small counts, that should hence simply resist this 
kind of representation. Even more obvious, how could we focus solely on the art spaces but 
regardless of its community? if we need to know what they are offering to the community, 
maybe we should know by how has the community been accommodating them first? This 
should lead to a study of many contextual factors beyond just the rent index. just walking 
in the street of Jangjeon-dong, feeling unthreatened by traffics, finding someone growing 
vegetables in plots by the roadsides, and one could safely judge it is still an alive community. 
but how could one copy the whole communal organic setting to be reproduced elsewhere? 
For what we originally have here is not organic, not sustainable, we need to import more 
organic model?
what are the inner values or principles needed, in sustaining the shared community, the way 
of ways of life? Are they the foundations i kept try asking about? how should we as outsiders 
acknowledge and ask to learn more about the foundation, with approaches like or unlike the 
reporters do? is this not unlike what sushan chan noticed by rereading the Peachland text, 
the “inexpressible/not worthy mentioning” quality of the Peachland residents think of them-
selves? the layerings of a community life is so complex and intertwined with so much tiny 
details, not to mention every agency is a different person, it is simply hard for one to know 
where to begin and where to halt to describe it. 
the well being of a community might depends on visitors to a certain degree, but reliance 
on the tourist industry as an economical pillar, is like placing the well-being of a place in the 
hand of a much more fluctuating global economy, and the community will start losing one’s 
own independence. how should a community maintain its well being? is policy the true (or 
more influential) foundation really? Is a proactive cultural policy a better one? I do think we 
have not learnt much from our own experience, for even policies are not easily transferable, 
especially linking to the difference in between regional cultures. if we have enough bad ex-
perience of all the top-down approaches in cultural planning and development like the west 
Kowloon cultural District, should we not spend more efforts on those bottom-up self-initia-
tives? what if the revelation of the Peachland be exactly that people could live their life well 
even without any government? 
(1.4.2)
“in search of the Peachland” project is ambitious in trying and achieving the almost im-
possible task of getting to know the many different layers of art organization in busan with 
less than a week time, followed with the implementing the exhibition in Kam sheung road 
district. Yet other than what we visited and observed, the peculiar thing to my interest is defi-
nitely that with this aim of advancing a project with a special angle on locality, we travelled 
far away to another land. owed to the difference in context, huge efforts are needed to see 
how the experience may or may not be transferrable. close observation no doubts do help, 
but it also depends on what we have that are corresponding in our own context. 
but if in terms of an educational arrangement, i guess we do hope we could passed on the 
message, that a study on another person, community, or lifeworld, such observation have 
to be done with our respect, and with great patience, the trip we did is however still one of 
extreme speed, aren’t that not self-contradictory? travelling aboard always bring about cost, 
which make them hard to be of longer duration. it is so understandable, that people still 
received us in good faith, as we received those passing by, in hope the brief exchange could 
be more meaningful. this makes me wonder, if the trip is actually an arrangement for us to 
have a firsthand taste of what is going on in the mind of those visitors, that hurried in and out 
of other people’s community, so for the project happening in hong Kong, we could have a 
better approach in handling these people? (complete a full cycle. structure compressed into 
space/time.) 
hong Kong people should be quite clear though, the pressure and potential mishaps that 
visitors could generate to the urban surroundings. to disperse the overloaded tourist spots, 
some officials often suggest the building of more sites for visit, the industrialize tourism is 
getting more and more artificial. Now that even education is joining aboard this site-seeing 
industry, affordability will inevitably be generating more inequality in education. the art circle 
has been noticing the educational turn in contemporary arts, but what to think of the grand 
tour of arts education happening? 
it is simply hard not to be a tourist when you are in a foreign place, for we are usually cut 
off from producing anything, and everything depends on consumption to sustain. Are we 
not the same person, in a transported space/time, having an authentic Korean meal in one 
minute, followed next by an imported cappuccino? Even the Korean curator know how 
hongkongers are attracted with spaland in the hinsegae centum city guinness world re-
cords largest shopping complex, maybe they are as enthusiastic too? how is the line to draw 
between experiencing another culture, with what? Experiencing another culture for art sake? 
Even back in hong Kong, we planned a walled-Village style hot Pot meal for welcoming the 
Korean artists, despite it is now somewhat commercialized and commonplace, and in return, 
they led us the way to Korean cuisine restaurant they have tried out in Yuen Long.  
 
the rationale of a visit, the joy of a visit, is the coming and going of people from places to 
places, learning about something. but we always have got to move on, such scheduling is 
getting so packed, we hurried from one to another, writing more proposals on the way. we 
finally carved to be back home, as human with roots, after all these hops, but leaving little 
time and effort to develop things around it. how is one not to be a tourist, if one is continu-
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ing the way of life which is groundless? it is always having the good clause (if not excuse) 
things are done for educational, enlightening purposes. Yet we still consume soft drinks at 
an organic farm, left behind food having meal in restaurant, and yet draw flowers to show 
that we appreciate nature? these are trips that assumed right from the beginning, that we 
will be back, to work, to earn our living, as we wish more of these study trips and travelling 
excursions could happen again. (Was this drive to experience locality first hand, not the same 
impulse as what is feeding the global biennials and fairs frenzy?)
After more sophisticated cultural tourism, attention is now shifting to the rural and nature, so 
is the creative industry, there is in taiwan this phrase of “Agriculture creative industry,” that 
repackage a green consumerism and eco-friendly enterprises. A half-farmer has returned 
earlier after visiting Documenta 13 and told me that he encountered in the park, a statement 
that goes something like: “we are farmers, therefore we are artists.” is this not echoing with 
clara chEung’s assimilation of nataile Lo farming practice as art, and backed up now by 
one of the most important art show in the world?
contemporary art keep on advancing itself into the territory of everyday life, and yet always 
just as an x substitution, not as its foundation, for it has this propensity to cover every thing 
not yet included as art into art, yet by reducing the bio-politics of each into one formalistic 
equality in art, rather than gaining an understanding of the politics of their own, and made 
towards these everyday life, that they repeatedly failed to capture. its strategy is for art to 
occupy the reality, the space, the time, without reflecting itself being part of the (and not 
the resistance to) reality anymore, while its has reality framed away from everyday life. Even 
when reflection is made, we are in the vicious circle, and could rely only on an enlightenment 
rhetoric, which hence brought in the educational turn as its last remedy. (but is not enlighten-
ment a demand to “think for ourselves”?) sometimes i do wonder, maybe, the way that rural 
people live in seclusion is the pinnacle of living as the resistance, which however have no 
need for art. Only by discrediting such life as escapism, could capitalism claim its final victory 
over even utopia, and ask us to embrace the neo-liberalism order which they claim will self-
amend itself (even by means of public bailing the crisis they produced). 
(1.4.3)
in the process of enacting the project, hong Kong has undergone its umbrella revolution/
movement opposing the government proposed election reform package without a genuine 
universal suffrage. but the movement has been brutally suppressed and the occupations 
lasting for months are finally dispersed by force. This project hence took place under such 
a social atmosphere. many artists are encouraged by the creativities sprung in the occupy 
zone, but i personally think, hui Po Keung’s application of the parallel structure or second 
culture concept onto some of the arts and cultural activities in the occupy movement was a 
bit too hasty move, owed perhaps to his eagerness to introduce the concept to the public. 
Exhibition (artworks display) and concerts are just common form of arts activities, that no 
doubt might encourage (and function as a platform for) people to air their voices, but hardly 
were these acts politically useful in helping the movement deepening its discourse, and 
advancing innovating resistances. 
the artworks produced might draw people to come and stay around the occupation longer, 
reaching some functions of art sharing or message communication, but it might also just be 
more preaching to the converted. it might be also a symptom of the movement, not able to 
advance in any other more politically innovative ways toward its goal. i am not saying that 
the occupation movement or zone do not need artworks, or that not every one should have 
the right to participate in the arts, but for achieving substantial resistance, we need art that 
is of some truly political nature. we have to alternate also the usual way of art making and 
presenting, in order to generate breakthrough, via making art politically. Parallel structure is 
about organization form and communal life that is beyond what the regime official permits, 
and alternate to the mainstream, it is not meant to be used to address banal artworks or 
activities, solely because they happened in the unauthorized occupation zone. 
what hui Po Keung tried to bring out, is how an escalation of the movement need not be 
one steering towards more violence, it could also be of an all together different direction, 
that of returning back and start our political work on/within our community. surely, shifting 
the arena alone does not naturally bring new depth to the movement. it might yet bring in 
contact with a different group and more different groups of people. The significance of this 
direction, as an escalation, is that all that we do for the movement, will be tied and embed-
ded, as this art project originally thought, in our real everyday life, facing, interacting and 
shaping real communities. it is not just a change of site reaching more people, having more 
time to spend, continue on our education/political propaganda, the real new edge is that by 
getting back to continue the movement in our community, we have to change the way of dis-
cussion, even more than translating them into an everyday language, we need to find ways of 
living of ourselves that could demonstrate the new values and make them more persuasive 
in the eyes of the people, so the complicity between our way of life and the governance we 
dislike have to be disclosed, and restructuring is being demonstrated as something real and 
possible with our action. it is on this everyday life level, all our actions are a countenance to 
the pressure of cynicism of a post-totalitarian society.
but if we all realize the importance to spread our resistance beyond the occupied zone to 
our everyday life, do that mean we should paradoxically end the occupation? why leaving 
the zone and we could feel we are deserting from the movement? Does this not reflect how 
far away our everyday life is, separated from the clause of the movement? or how little faith 
we have that we could bring out resistance in our everyday life? by assembling a mass, the 
occupation seemed to have gained a visibility for the outside, but beyond this existence, this 
visibility could be also only a spectacle. we are actually responding to the way the media 
work, even internalizing/lending it to think about the political issue ongoing. Even when 
we are being dragged into dead ends and dark corners, targeted by all kinds of irrational 
violence, we still wish for the glory image of a public movement comeback.
might it, however, be exactly this reliance on the mass rather than each individual, that we 
rather left behind our everyday life to join in the euphoria, rapture, for we know too little 
how to start changes in within our everyday life, since we have be complicit in maintaining 
an ideological separation of politics with everyday life for too long? For a genuine resistance 
movement/ revolutionary mind, one should perhaps think even further, that a universal 
suffrage and direct election of the legislature is still not the cure to all social problems, there 
is always this need to see the weaker, marginal players, or even the one that has not be 
counted got a more just treatment. this critique of representative politics is not something 
new, yet most people in the city are still longing to be a represented citizen, expecting to 
vote only once in a while, and willingly hand their power to the politicians, so they could 
keep their everyday life going as usual, and meanwhile enjoying their freedom, despite we 
all know deep down, these freedoms are limited and contracting.
(1.4.4)
to think of the art that happened in the occupied zone as the second culture, we might 
have idealized them, for they have no foundation of their own to survive, their seemingly 
autonomy are really counting on the special space/time that has been gained by the move-
ment, something which often rely on other’s autonomy structures that cut off from everyday 
life to perform, only in this case, it was not the museum white cube, but street barricades. 
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the practitioners of these art or cultural activities in the zone usually feel good thinking that 
they have participated in the movement and been contributing to it with their own skills 
and talents, but in fact what happened other than that they crossed path in space and time? 
without changes in their political constituents, art is hardly truly helping the advancing of the 
movement. Energy spend on taking care of these arts could be hindrances instead. being 
obsessed with the symbolic rhetoric, it has not allowed the politics to take effect on itself, 
political art as such has the suspicion of rather consuming the movement. 
The true difficulty for one to leave the occupy zone and start one’s resistance in one’s own 
community is that our everyday life is hardly embedded in the local anymore, there is no 
community to be found. People has been atomized, and pressure from work and for living 
left us only able to devote limited time and accessing little space for community nurturing. 
being a voter, once every few years, is a division of labour extending to political represen-
tation. to counter such development is a huge task, for decisions made on work, housing, 
food … are all interlinked, so one has thus to change one’s way of life in countless aspects, to 
start building up one’s own community, taking things back in one’s own hand. that’s why DiY 
has its own resistance dimension, gearing up our capacity to attain a greater autonomy in 
everyday lifeworld. the inconvenience of the rural might be turning something negative into 
something positive after all? 
the “post-” in the post-umbrella movement has its double possible interpretations, for it 
could be that the movement is now over and everything is back to normal, the opposite is 
however, that after this, life is never gonna be the same again. if we bring in the metaphor of 
the Peachland to try go beyond it, how are we to live now that we are back to our post-um-
brella movement world? why do we have no drive to try and realize what we experienced, 
simply because the reality is no dreamland? what is an idealistic life, if it could not make an 
impact and lead us to try imitating one in our life? Every moment in our daily life is adding 
up to what a kind of an everyday life and community we have, or a post totalitarianism state 
and prison. Even as a consumer, one could start a consumer movement, and the resistance 
spectrum has a lot more further possibilities, from leftist, socialist, to anarchist. ideas of 
informal economy and commons are getting more commonly discussed in the art discourse 
nowadays, but as seen in hong Kong, one could not expect the art institutions to join in the 
political movement (to at least straighten out their own foundation), they are even not inter-
ested to collect items around it, despite some fashionably named themselves anchored in 
the discipline of visual culture. they do not want something even dead, not to mention some 
real alive and kicking politics. so why should we still expect something to be done via them, 
instead of our own hands?
During the global occupy wall street movement, theorist slavo Zizek, in contrast with those 
who think the movement lack a specific goal, has praised the movement for demanding the 
impossible. we have instead an advertisement not long ago, with the slogan of impossible is 
nothing. it is surely cynical nothing, for despite all, it is an advertisement, the true impossibil-
ity is how to get a pair of sport shoes nowadays not manufactured by these global big brand 
sport wear companies. the kind of autonomy one could gain via everyday life is bounded 
to be still very limited, yet what is our true necessities? in the article written by natalie Lo 
and friends at sangwoodgoon, they raised this basic question, and came up with the idea of 
leading a life not fully controlled by money, and to make a living, which in cantonese slang, 
is to feed oneself, and that farming could be the answer for it. 
(1.4.5)
Art is supposed to be free, but how free do you want your life to be? i do not know if i have 
taken the hint of resistance too seriously, for it may be just another symbolic adherence that 
the art is portraying, projecting it onto everyday life. i do not know how and when communi-
ties will turn into a country and led to a totalitarian or warring state that in return threaten the 
life of the people. i do not know either, now that the society has moved on to a global scale 
capitalistic world, is it really possible to turn back the tide and lead people back to revive an 
agricultural life. All i know is very straightforward, that any resistance need its foundation, 
and for mean and goal be compatible, one got to find an alternative sustainable way of life 
that could develop this foundation. it is not just that resistance now need a different front, 
but that for resistance to truly take place, it needs to have a life of its own. space/ time is 
abstract until they turned into the locality of someone.
 
To build up self-reliance and gain autonomy from an alternative economy is definitely a hard 
and long process, consider how much we mankind have done in the opposite direction for 
how long. if we really try to estrange ourselves from such, some anthropological studies on 
gift economy as alternative model are recently being rekindled by anarchist David graeber. 
speaking of abundance instead of scarcity, the productive wonder of nature that agricul-
ture tries to master comes to my mind again. All along, agriculture is still a foundation for 
all the human cultural development, despite retreating from the life of many people, being 
monopolized by transnational corporations to a large degree, yet we have now permaculture 
suggesting principles on how we could improve on our own situation.   
In 2011, there is an Occupy Central action when the occupy wall street movement spread to 
hong Kong, and there in its Free school, scholar hui Yuk has given a series of workshops 
on gift economy which leads artist Luke ching to become fascinated by the idea. Yet if 
the potential of art as a gift economy is one that of its conceptual dimension, as some sort 
of common knowledge beyond the physical work (object), it is hard to trace its circulation 
and functionality. over-abundance of art nowadays on the other hand is a much more easy 
to identify phenomenon. For me, i now tend to like works that naturally comes by in one’s 
way of life, which are not aimed primarily for artistic production and consumption, but given 
back as art as an everyday life activity. the song performed by sangwoodgoon members ah 
chow & jenny on their wedding as mentioned in 64K Post is a case as such, the voices of the 
modern city farmers are there, check it out yourself.1 
As the weekend public activities of the project have passed, the people that came for art trip 
were all gone. if enlightenment really need to be a self-lifting from self-imposed immaturity, 
there is nothing else to do for the art project (or perhaps more documentary exhibition and 
publication… which contradict all needs of first hand encounter?), for the seeds of changes 
are planted via the visiting experience into the heart of the visitors, but will there be soil/
foundation for it to grow out of its original context? For me, who still stay in the area, there 
were little follow-up works (and garbages) here and there that need to take care of, some-
thing that often lead me to question what is the point of all these art making, but they are 
not really any big matters either, that rather than complaining about it or waiting for people 
dwelling in the city to come back and handle them, wrapping things up (or killing off these 
eyesores) swiftly by oneself seems the best option as ever. space/time are so real that one’s 
everyday life is much bounded by it, but so too, as they are so real, it is a pity if we do not 
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